
 
 
Team Tachbrook keep right on ‘til the end of the road 

Lillingon 4-5 Team Tachbrook (HT 3-0) 
Goals: Jake C (4) George B (1) 
  
The very definition of the game of two halves took place this afternoon at Lillington School. Lillington 
dominated the first period creating panic in the Tachbrook defence and racing to a three goal lead at 
the break.  
  
The game looked over as a contest but as Coach Mr Rellis said to the team at half time, lets win the 
second half! Mr Rellis bought George B  on to partner Jake& Felix in a three player attack. This 
change paid dividends straight away as George crossed from the right to Jake on the edge of the 6 
yard box who controlled the ball before spinning round and slotting home (3-1).  
  
Tachbrook were then dealt an immediate blow as Lillington quickly scored to restore their three goal 
advantage. This should have killed the game but Tachbrook were now playing with a renewed 
confidence. Bea & Bethany defended doggedly & Johnny controlled the centre of midfield using his 
strength to hold up the ball and feed the attackers.  
  
Into the final 10 minutes & Lillington broke free one on one but Arjun  was swiftly off his line to 
narrow the angle & snuff out the trouble. Defence quickly turned into attack as Felix picked up the 
ball out wide on the left and drilled a low cross to the near post for Jake to guide into the net (4-2). 
Immediately after the restart Jake intercepted the ball on the halfway line and surged away from the 
defenders for a one on one with the goalkeeper. Jake gave him ‘the eyes’ and slotted coolly home to 
complete his hat trick (4-3).  
  
The crowd burst into life as they sensed a comeback was on the cards. They were quickly proved 
right as Jake picked up the ball in midfield and pushed it out wide for Felix to loft a lovely chip to the 
back post where George  arrived to hook it home (4-4).  
  
Into the last minute and Tachbrook looked set for a well deserved draw but there was still time for 
another dramatic turn in the game. Jake was fouled 25 yards from goal and Tachbrook were 
awarded a free kick. He placed the ball carefully before walking slowly back, composed himself for a 
moment and then took a short run up and struck the ball sweetly. There was a moment of silence as 
the ball sailed over the defenders and straight into the top corner of the net (4-5). Queue 
pandemonium! The players went wild, the crowd gasped in amazement before breaking out in 
cheers & applause. 
  
The final whistle blew. Some magic happened here today. Team Tachbrook had pulled off one of the 
great footballing comebacks!       
 


